
Katyn (1940)
The lie of the century





15 April 1943

Radio Moscow aired the Soviet denial 
of any responsibility for a massacre of 

Polish officers in Katyn

A response to a broadcast by Radio 
Berlin 2 days prior accusing “the 

Bolsheviks” of murdering 10 000 Polish 
officers

WHO TO BELIEVE?



3 May 1939

Maxim Litvinov (Soviet 
Commissar of Foreign Affairs) 

dismissed

A leading voice for a Soviet 
policy of collective security 

with Western powers against
Germany



A new Foreign Affairs 
Minister

What to make of Vyacheslav 
Molotov’s appointment?



7 May 1939

An article in French newspaper 
Le Figaro by former 

revolutionary Boris Souvarine

Litvinov’s dismissal: the path 
towards an alliance between 

Hitler and Stalin

Litvinov was Jewish: a gesture 
of goodwill towards Hitler?



Stalin’s obsession

To avoid a conflict with 
Germany

To let “imperialist” powers 
fight amongst themselves

To gain time: transforming 
trade agreements into a non-

aggression pact



20 May 1939

Molotov to Friedrich-Werner 
von der Schulenburg 

(German ambassador): Stalin 
eager to negotiate a political 

agreement

30 May: Berlin agreed



Deception at its best!

British diplomat William 
Strang in Moscow

Secret Soviet-German 
negotiations



Free city of Danzig

An ethnically German city placed in 1919 under 
the protection of the League of Nations

Hitler: the incorporation of Danzig into Germany

Stern warnings from London & Paris



5 August 1939: a Franco-English mission to depart for Moscow

Purpose: to negotiate a military agreement… at last!

The City of Exeter: the slowest of ships

6 days to reach Leningrad



Second-rate negotiators

No clear mandate

Drax not officially authorized to 
negotiate on behalf of his 
government!

Admiral Reginald DraxGeneral Doumenc



Marshal Kliment 
Voroshilov

Diplomatic powers to negotiate

Soviet proposal: Poland must 
accept Soviet troops on its soil





Hitler’s plan: the 
invasion of Poland

14 August: Hitler’s telegram to the 
Kremlin

Germany and Soviet Union: common 
enemies = Western democracies

15 August: Molotov invited 
Ribbentrop to travel to Moscow

Purpose: non-aggression Pact



Visit initially scheduled for August 27

Hitler: why not sooner?

Letter to Stalin: final negotiations MUST take place by August 23 at the latest



Non-Aggression Pact

Publicly-announced stipulations: 
Germany and Soviet Union not to 

wage war on one another

Arbitration to deal with tensions or 
conflicts

Neutrality clause

Increased trade



Soviet contribution to 
German war effort

Hundreds of tons of grains, 
oil, metal…



Non-Aggression Pact

Secret Protocol: agreement on 
“spheres of influence” in Eastern 

Europe

Poland to be dismembered

Stalin’s objective: to get all the 
territories lost in 1918 back (Treaty 

of Brest-Litovsk)













1 September 1939: Germany 
invaded Poland

2 September: Franco-British 
ultimatum to Germany

3 September: France & Great 
Britain declared war on Germany





17 September 1939

Polish army caught off 
guard

230 000 soldiers and 
officers captured by the 

Red Army





The camp of Kozelsk

Thousands of Polish officers kept in 
a former monastery in Starobelsk

(Eastern Ukraine)



A prison during the Russian civil 
war



Reserve officers

Civilians conscripted in 1939: 
doctors, lawyers, engineers, 

professors, architects, artists, 
high ranking officials…

3 800 kept prisoners at 
Starobelsk



Polish prisoners transferred to 
Russia

4 500 Polish officers kept prisoners 
at the former monastery of Kozelsk

6 500 at the monastery of 
Ostashkov

What is to happen to them?



Who was in charge of the prisoners?

The People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs 
(NKVD) – Secret police

Fanatic Bolsheviks at the helm



December 1917: the foundation 
of the All-Russian Extraordinary 

Commission for Combating 
Counter-Revolution and 

Sabotage (Cheka)

The first Soviet security & 
intelligence agency

A repression tool against 
political opponents



The first head of the 
Cheka

Felix Dzerzhinsky (Polish 
background)

600 militants

Their mission: to establish the 
dictatorship of the Party over 

conquered territories (civil war)



Kiev, summer 1919

Kiev liberated by the Whites

Cheka’s secrets methods revealed

Political opponents (real or 
suspected) executed and buried in 

mass graves

To eradicate the old world





1918: 3 000 priests 
executed

Empty monasteries 
transformed in prisons



1920: Cheka 
headquarters in Moscow

The basement redesigned to 
accommodate interrogation & 

execution cells

1921: 260 000 Chekists (the last 
known number)

1922: a new name

Joint State Political Directorate 
(OGPU)



The OGPU

Uneducated and poor young men 
recruited

Beria: a precocious “talent”

Lavrentiy Beria



July 1926

The death of Dzerzhinsky 

The new OGPU bosses: Vyacheslav 
Menzhinsky & Genrikh Yagoda

The OGPU: a repressive & 
paranoiac machine 

A file on each Chekist



The swift rise of Beria

A powerful protector in Moscow: 
Anastas Mikoyan

Mikoyan close to… Josef Stalin!



1929: Stalin’s grand 
project

The collectivization of agriculture

110 million peasants

Majority hostile to collectivization

30 000 Kulaks (“rich peasants” who 
owned property)



Strongest resistance to 
collectivization in 

Ukraine

Ukraine: Soviet Union’s 
granary

110 000 Ukrainian peasants 
deported to Siberia

Creation of the Gulag (labor 
camp)

Collectivization: a failure



Famine in Ukraine

Production quotas regardless 
of good or bad crops

1932: villages unable to 
deliver their quotas punished

Peasants forbidden to leave 
their villages



Gareth Jones

A witness – The Kremlin accused 
of planning the famine

The Kremlin denied 

Propaganda

3 000 peasants executed for 
cannibalism

4 million dead



1934: Yagoda in charge

The OGPU becomes the NKVD

New targets: Bolsheviks prior to 
1917 (the “Old Bolsheviks”)

False proofs – Public trials

Executions



1936: a new boss for the 
NKVD

Nikolai Yezhov: a pervert suffering 
from acute paranoia

The Great Purge (members of the 
Party, military officers and ordinary 
Soviet citizens): mass arrests, torture 

and executions



30 July 1937: NKVD Order 00447

The Great Purge extended to 
“former kulaks, criminals and other  

anti-Soviet elements”

A system of quotas per region

The initial plan:

200 000 deportations

70 000 executions



The method

Victims arrested nightly

Torture to obtain confession & 
names of “accomplices”

A team of professional 
executioners led by Vasily 

Blokhin

(The most prolific official 
executioner and mass killer in 

history)



The method

Nightly executions (sound-proofed cells)

The use of German Walther P38: greater 
efficiency!

An execution every 2 minutes

Bodies incinerated or buried in mass graves 
(forest areas)

Pine trees planted

750 000 Soviet citizens executed in 18 months



Yezhov in trouble

Stalin: what about the “traitors” 
within the NKVD?

A purge within the NKVD

Stalin’s maneuver: to eliminate those 
who participated in the Great Purge

15 March 1938: Yagoda executed



1939: Yezhov dismissed

The new NKVD boss: Beria

17 September 1939: planning the 
sovietisation of occupied Poland

The NKVD in charge of all captured 
Polish officers 





Polish officers submitted to 
intense Soviet propaganda

Nightly interrogations to 
gather information on each 

prisoner

Can the prisoner be 
“sovietised”?

A selection: who is to die



Occupied Poland officially annexed 
by the Soviet Union

Nikita Khrushchev to supervise the 
operations



4 February 1940

Decision to execute the 
Polish officers

5 March: Beria’s proposal 
794-B sent to Stalin



Polish prisoners kept in the camp 
of Ostashkov transferred to Kalinin

Nightly executions until May 1940

6 287 executions

3 896 executions in Kharkov





The crime of Katyn

4 404 officers executed in daylight

22 000 Polish officers and members 
of the Polish intelligentsia executed 

in a little over a month

60 000 people (officers’ families 
deported to Russia)



1 Million Poles deported 
to the Russian gulags

395 surviving Polish officers

Where are their fellow 
officers?



21 June 1941: Operation 
Barbarossa

The German invasion of the Soviet 
Union

The initial collapse of the Red Army



Churchill: an alliance with the 
Soviet Union

Great Britain also allied to the 
Polish government in exile led by 

General Sikorski



The Sikorski-Maisky agreement (July 1941)

The Polish government in exile recognized by Stalin

No mention of the future borders of Poland

All Polish soldiers and officers to be released (“amnesty”)

The creation of a Polish Army in the East



General Wladyslaw Anders

Captured by Soviet forces in September 1939

2 year imprisonment (interrogated and tortured)

Released by Beria in July 1941

Where are the missing Polish officers?



Molotov: all Polish officers 
liberated

December 1941: Sikorski in 
Moscow

Stalin: promise to look for the 
officers

August 1942: the Anders Army 
transferred to Iran



7 December 1941

The U.S. at war

Another ally for Stalin

German atrocities in the 
Soviet Union



February 1943

German defeat at Stalingrad

Stalin’s popularity in Great 
Britain & the U.S.

Nazi propaganda: to 
destabilize the Great Alliance 

against Germany



13 April 1943

A broadcast by Radio Berlin accusing “the Bolsheviks” of murdering 10 000 
Polish officers in April 1940

A “Germano-fascist” manipulation according to Moscow



General Anders to 
Sikorski: an impartial 

inquiry

Warnings from Churchill: do 
not antagonize Stalin

Polish request met with 
hostility in London & 

Washington

Roosevelt: Stalin unable to 
order such a crime



Stalin: Breaking off 
diplomatic relations with 

Sikorski government

Roosevelt and Churchill: no 
support for Sikorski

The Great Alliance with the 
Soviet Union must be 
preserved at all cost



Three inquiries

A Polish delegation approved by 
the Germans + Polish Red Cross

International delegation of 12 
experts in forensic medicine from 
countries under German control

Foreign journalists allowed

4 experts in forensic medicine from 
Cracow

Prof Marian Wodzinski



The proofs

1. The bodies (wearing winter 
coats) never moved

2. Personal documents found on 
the remains: nothing past 20 

April 1940

3. No traces of insects: the 
executions took place in winter

4. Young pines planted in 1940

Conclusions: the executions took 
place in April 1940



July 1943: conclusions 
handed over to Churchill

Churchill to Roosevelt: UK & 
U.S. to hush up Katyn 

massacre

Stalin furious at his allies: the 
opening of a second front in 

Western Europe



The Battle of Smolensk
(August – October 1943)

The German Army forced to 
withdraw from the Katyn area

The NKVD’s cover up operation: a 
delegation of Soviet experts

Their conclusions: the crime was 
committed by the Germans in the 

summer of 1941

The official Soviet version until… 
1990!



1945

New borders for Poland 
(communist state)

Discussing the Katyn 
massacre strictly forbidden



The Nuremberg Trials
(18 November 1945)

A 4 judge international 
military tribunal

The prosecution of 
prominent members of the 

Nazi regime



Major-General Iona Nikitchenko

Participated in the Great Purge of 
1937-1938

Soviet chief prosecutor: Roman 
Rudenko (formerly in charge of a NKVD 

concentration camp)

The Soviet indictment act: crimes 
against Nazi Germany to include the 

Katyn massacre



The other judges: 
insufficient proofs

A crime without judgment



18 September 1951

A U.S. Congress special Committee to investigate the Katyn massacre

The Conclusions: the NKVD responsible for the executions

Classified report – White House and CIA refused to made conclusions public



5 March 1953

The death of Stalin

Renewed hope amongst 
survivors and families

Beria arrested and executed

Nikita Khrushchev: Katyn to 
remain a state secret



1964

Leonid Brezhnev ordered a 
memorial to remember another 

Khatyn massacre

Small village in Belarus

149 people burned alive by the 
Germans



1985: Gorbachev in 
power

Glasnost (“transparency”)

The truth about Katyn? NO!



1989: the collapse of the 
Soviet bloc

The end of communism in 
Poland

13 April 1990: Moscow 
finally admitted the crime of 

Katyn

Beria responsible, not the 
Soviet state



14 October 1992

Archives proving Moscow’s 
responsibility sent to Poland

Visit to Katyn: “Forgive us… if 
you can”

Boris Yeltsin


